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William Allen. Y111ite,in a recent letter,has best expressed 
the a-~titude of the writer toward the subject of this paper-
"I feel that a knowledge of Kansas writing,such as it is, 
is a real part of the education of anyone reared in Kansas, 
vrho expects to live here. n 
Va.th this thought in mind, this investigatiorihas been made 
and'with interest and pleasure these scattering facts are pre-
sented. After slight study,a division of the field into two 
parts,the Short Story and the Novel seemed advisable. By com-
mon consent,it has been. decided that Iva Be·lle Harper,also 
of the 1915 class of the Kansas University,shall present a 
somewhat critical stµdy of the Kansas Short Story and this 
paper will deal·exdlusively with the Kansas Novel. 
' The condition of the history of the state and the central 
~audition of the nation called together a vast and interesting 
number of people in the early days .I1A:any have stayed, some few 
have wandered or returned from whence they came.Consequently 
it is difficult .to determine just whom ·to claim as the state'.s 
novelists and which novels to class :;is belonging to this state. 
Still a second difficulty has confronted the author. The scar-
. . 
city and inaccessibility of biographical material has increas-
ed the difficulty of determining which are Kansas novels as 
well as- who are the I(ansas novelists. Some few books have no 
preface. or introduction and offer no information as. to the ':,;:~ 
author.These are placed in a separate and marked'Anonymous'. 
Aga~n some bear no date and have been classed in a. group de-
e.ignated 1 No Date' .Notwithstanding these diff'iculties the 
author has chosen to consider,in so far as possible,all nov-
els belo~ging to the state which are about Kansas or by Kan-
sans. In deciding which writers are Kansan the.author has not 
considered the legal definition·~ but a person who has been in 
the state long enough ·to become identified with Kansas life,, 
to be a part of her past history,,and present progress has 
. been classed Kansan in this piece of work. Then, if the writer 
move out ·of the state and still continue to write about it 
he has been considered a Kansas writer. Further the choice of 
novelists for tlrn bibliography has been guided by the fiction 
collection on the shelves of the Kaneas·state Historical So-
ciety, and b~r the publica·bion .1listsof some publishing houses 
that have design3..ted their publications as history,novels~ 
poetry,or biography. Availaide book reviews have been some help. 
I, hav.e also had access to 17. H. Cari~uth.!:s bibliography of Kan-
sas· Literature. · 
For preparation of this paper I h~ve read the fifty-two or 
three novels· in the library of the University of Ka .. nsas,and 
have examined one hundred) twent~r-four or five others iri the 
( . 
Kansas State Historical Library. I have ·1earned of sixty-six 
3 
other publications through newspaperi,notices,book prefaces, 
and revievvs, but thus far I hav·e seen .no volume of these pub-
lications. 
I wish to express my thanks to Miss Clara Francis of the 
Kansas State Historical Library who greatly assisted me with 
her first hand knowledge of the literary history of .the state. 
I am grateful to Miss Helen 1EcFarland and Miss Ruth. Cowgill 
who· made especial effort to find all available and helpful.· 
.material 6.n Kansas Literature in the State Historical Library. 
I am also extremely indebted to:Professor S.L.Zlhitcomb who 
by his plans and suggestions has made this paper possibl~. 
William Allen VThite,E.W.Howe,C.M.Sheldon,Mrs.Kate .A.Applington, 
Lillian Walker Hale,Harr·r W2t.genaeller Jones,John Stowell,and 
t..Tohn a.Baird have ea.ch furnishe'i me interesting. as .well as 
helpful letters. 
Originally I had intencled to make a study of the Kansas 
novel arranged by chronological periods, in other vrords ,a his-
torical stud~ of the novelistic ~iterat~re of the state. But 
after having classified the material for such a study, it 
seeme~ that the chronology would serve to show the relative 
· importance of the.different periods especially as to quantity. 
?. 
Horeover in' a literary history of such short duration as one. 
half century the development other than quantity would hard-
ly be definitely marked.I have planned finally to group certain 
novels and authors and treat them in a critical menner • 
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The time is coming ~irhen it will not be sufficient to say 
that a novel is American in distinction from the English 
novel or the French. The novel will be classed not only as 
eastern or western but as belonging to the literature of some 
particular state.With this growing tendency in mind and tak-
ing up the work began by Miss Leila Marie Swartz at the Uni-
versity of Kansas in ·nineteen h'tlmdred and four"Geen,I have 
made this preliminary study of the Kansas novel. I am heart-
-ily in favor of further investigation and study in this same 
direction.Thus far I find but slight effcbrt expended on state 
li teratur~e.My at.tentlon has 1Jeen called tosMi.aaiAlHi.er·]Aarpie' s 
extended bibliography of Iowa literature.Mr.Johnson Brigham 
of that state has also contributed an articleliowa ih the 
World's Li teratU.Xe', to the Quart.erly of the Iowa J.Jibrary Com-
mission for tTenuary 1905. Some work has been done b~r Frank L. 
Ransom in South Dakota Literature and Professor Vlauchope of 
the University of South Carolina has made a brief st;udy of the 
li t'erary histo~y of that state. Indiana and New York have made 
extel'ided studies in this direc"tionand even the far west state 
,of ·wa.shington has begun a study in state literature. 
In this great predicted literary structure, Kansas \vi th 
·her.central location,her vaxied and interesting populatio11 
her bloody history rich in themes for the story teller,will 
have a distinct place. 
In the· Topeka Capi tel for Dece1i1ber 2nd 1900 William -~llen 
White in ;.':.n article on "The Li tera.ture of Kansastt says-
Yihen the hi story of the passing century shall have beeri 
spread upon its pages in the world's history,Kansas will be 
found in the see.tion devoted to American history,top of the 
colu:mrn.,and next to ready matter. Massachuset·ts and Vermont 
may occupy more space than Kansas,New York may have preferred 
position besi~e financial news·but in th~ portion of the his-
tory,containing what might be called fiction and adventure 
Kansas will have an excellent space,oredit~bly displayed in 
an altogether striking and original manner." 
H.e say·s further in the same article-
rrit is doubtful from all the vasjr soldiers of the pen if 
more than three have written anything that. will find its vmy 
into the anthologi.es mf the future. These three men are, E. 
Vl.Howe,Eugene Fitch Viare,and John James Ingalls.•" 
To this list Ytilliam Allen··Wbite's own name can be safely 
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added~S~rely the west has som~thing of its own and surely this 
thin'g shall find expression in a voice that shall be one of the 
immortal voices in the world's choir. In.this state that voice 
! 
may sound. 
Charles Eastbrook, in a recent leoture ... deli vered at the 
University of Kansas,on"Eugene Fitch Viare as a Literary :.Tan" 
said-
6 
°Con~1iderinE; its youth, Kansas is remarkably rich in· literary· 
g~nius. Considering its age,Kansas easily outstrips all other 
statesin the wealth :of its literary produc·~s. n 
2.urely such a statement from one so competent to judge has 
weight, The· fact that some three hundred Itansans have tried· '·· 
their hand at the short story and as man~r more have burst forth 
in song,while about one hundred and fifteen have pu?lished 
novels aids in verifying this statement. 
''Kansas like Gaul of· old is divided into three parts~ differ-
ing as widely,each from the other as any three countries in 
the· same lati tuc1e upon t11e globe. Eastern Kansas is a finished 
- . 
commun:i ty like Ue-v-; York or Pennsylvania. Central Kansas is 
f:lnished but not quite paid: fork11nd ·western Kansas, the only . j 
place·where there is any suffering from drouth or crop fail-
ures, is a new cou.i."'1try,old only in pluck which is slowly con-
quering the desert.rr 
This quotation from "What's the Matter with Kansas?" is · 
equally as true to the condition of the state's literature. 
The eastern part of the state is richest in.the production 
of literature·as well as in finish. 111 ~he great names of the 
· s-'cate belong to the east.E.W.Howe,Chas.M.Sheldon, William Al.l,en 
I, 
Whi te,Albert Bigelow Paine,and I.rarga1~et Hill Mccarter have 
an .established iDlace in American Li teratu:ce.Wichi ta .seems to 
be the seat··· of central Kansas fiction and Victor Hurdock' s 
name stands first.Leila Hardin Bugg and Mrs.Johannas Bennet 
are present day writers of this section so also is John .Pres-
ton Campbell of Abilene. The ~vestern part ·of t11e state seems. 
largely lacking in literary genius,a ~hing which would nature 
ally be expected in an unsettled and less populated region. 
I.[rs. DeGeer an.d Cyrus Cole of Garden City and ·YT°illis George 
Emerson of ~,feacle have done their share to represent the vrnst 
in li terar;y history. 
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On the· thirtiet.h of H2~y 1854 Ke,,nsas became an organized 
territory .. and. in 18_56 Mrs .Hannah A!).derson Ropes ,published her 
first novel,' Six :Eon ths in Kanse .. s', which· from the title one 
would' recognize as historicai in theme. In the same year Theo-
dore. D'Night "erote th~ first. preservJed Kansas poem.' The Kansas . . ' ..... 
War'.In 1872 James W.Steeleadd~d to the state's. literary his-
tory his fi!st ten short stories. Thus we see Kansas early 
the home of prose and verse writers a.s well as the subject of 
prose fiction and poetry. 
The period extending over the first quart er of ·the stater s 
existence after its· organization as a territory 1854-1879 ·is 
the least productive literary period of its history. This is 
the"period of the territorial strugg,.les 3..nd ).the Civil· Vlar, 
· ';ro expect a vast amount 'of literature from a people who mtist 
fight for and build their homes. would be beyond reason. Not-
withstanding these facts this is the period.of development of 
Kansas novelists •. A' number of them were born during this strug-
gle and took part in this· f~ght for .home and freedom. A vast 
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number have looked back to.this pex~od for ideas to clothe in 
appropriate language. The border ruffi.ari and vtarfareJ the indian 
raids and the struggle for freedom12.lld the hardships of home-
building,the drouth. of 1859 and 1860,the grasshopper invasion 
of· 1874~ and the never ending political struggles have been 
their favorite themes. 
The decade from 1879 to 1889 shows many -interesting names. 
This period is the be~inning of the growth of the li~erature 
. . 
of Kansas.It ·is the.period ·of remarkable.growth and prosperity 
·for the.state in general. Settlements overspread the western 
. prairie and Kansas was on the .11 boomn • .At about the same time 
the first "Kansas Magazine 11 had its birth,.Nhich signifies the 
deznand .of· the west for literature. Kansas poetry and Kansas 
short story as well as the novel became a distinct.part of -C 
··the state's history during this period. Such names as· E.W .. 
Howe,George H.l_'icard,Chas.M.Shelddm,Mary Vance Humphrey,Mrs. 
J.K.Hudson,Florence Finch Kelley,P.:L.Gray,and Jessie Wri~ht. 
Whitcomb were beginning to creep into prominence. A steady 
increase in output is evident -from 1879 to 1889.The fir~t 
year· gives us two novels while the last date adds eight new. · 
·titles. 
The next decade, is the most· productive period in the states 
literature.Sixty-six novels were published in this one decade. 
To our list of the most prominent novelis:.rcs we may now add 
Mrs.C.W.Wilder,Fannie McCormick,J.W.Roberts,Albert Bigelow 
Paine,Col.Henry Inman, Mrs.Adela.. E.Orpen,and Willis George 
Emerson. 
The decade from 1900 to 1910 seems to be a period of de-
cline in the arnount of.literature produced. Onl~r thirty-eight 
novels were published during this period in comparison to 
sixty-six in the preyious decade. We are now introduced to 
Wi:J-liam .l·J.llen V!hi te,Margaret· Hill Mccarter, Victor Murdock, 
Y:m~Carey Campbell,Sam M.GardenhirefMyra Williams Jarrell. 
\ 
\ 
'!\he beginning of the present decade seems to be exception-
ally \10UX1shing.Alrea.dy we caU claim twenty-nine or thirty 
novels\. He..r.ry Wagenseller Jonesof Independe1~ce,Cora Harsland 
of Emporia,.Dell H.Munger of California,Kate .A.Applington late 
of Counci 1 Grove nov-r in Miama Florida, Dr. 0. H. Lerrigo and 
Ben H.Kerns of Topeka seem to be the IDising state novelists. 
At any rate they have contributed the best of the late vol-
umes to Kansas literature. 
The Kansas writers have no choice of setting • T\vo writers 
tell us of Italy under the titles ,"A Matter of Taste" and 
Octavius" .Thomas VT.Houston writes a story rvith a setting in 
' 
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China-and calls. it "Mey Wingn. In Stuart Henry's works France ,, 
.. 
is pictured. The power of Rome in England is the theme of, 
"A Bottle in the Smoke". The neighbor.ing states are not over-
looked,Missouri stands first as an interesting background. 
"Order No.11" is laid in the Ozarks.Denver is the home of the 
hero of "The Book of Ruth".Utah is the setting of both of 
10 
of H:rs.!-.Iary IC.Hudson's Mormon storie·s, nEsther the Centile" 
and "The Third VIife".The author's choice in this case is es-
peciall~; appropriate. Illinois is representedc in Harry VJagen-
seller Jones 1 boy's story~A ;.1an il'.l the M:aking" .·New York 
' . .~ 
PennE?ylvania,Vermont1\Yashington D.C,, stand foremost in the ex-
!)ression of the Kansas fiction writers about the east. Ken-S 
tucky,Texas,and Oklahoma flgure on the south.Often no sep-
arate "state in the w~st seen1s to stand alone but the west is 
consicle.red as a \vhole. All parts of. the ~ome st.ate are macle 
historically popular from Colby on the western boundary to 
Kansas City on the eastern, from Re}Jublic on the north to 
Arkansas City on the south.However the central and eastern 
parts ~lave been the li terar~t c.enters •. Lawrence, Wichita, Empo:r-
ia,Kansas City,Atchison,Hutchison,Topeka,and Che:{nute form 
notable· settings for many novels as ,well as· being the homes 
of many of the w:rit~rs.The Kansas novelists J:iave gonebeyortd 
the realistic setting and produced in1aginary backgrounds.P •. 
L.Gray' s rrrn a Car of. Gold" is of this -Cype•·"The Auroxaphone" 
·is placed on the pl'anet of. Saturn~:.and nw111moth the Wanderef n 
with .·chis same ,-setti.ng belongs· to this imaginary c.lass. 
The Kansas novelists have been as varied in their choice 
of time setting for their p~oductions. The time ranges from· 
the time of 11 0ctavius 11 100 B.C. to 11 2000 A.D. 11 The majority ,,. 
of the .settings .that are distin:ctly Kansan tell of the settl-
ing of Kansas and the Cicil War. 11 The Spy of Osawatomie"~The 
11 
. . /I • II '/ Jayhavvkers 11 ,Hendrick Friesen' s Homestead" ,A Son of the Plains, 
I( 1J ,, II 1 t 
The Price of the Pr~irie,Pilgrims of the Plains,The Border 
''·""" 
Rover, The Boy,, Emigran~cs ,'The Boy Settlers ~Over the Border',and 
17inning the Wilderness', tell the sad stories of ·border warfare 
and the hardships of homebuilding-in the state. Some few of 
the novels tell of .the earlier Kansas life. In Old Quivira, 
Dori Coronado through Kansas,A Volunteer vii th Pike, The Old 
Santa Fe Trail,are titles suggestive of early.Kansas history~ 
Some are obscure as to setting and date. E.W;.Howe's novels 
are somewhat obscure in setting. His 'country tmvn' may be 
any :Pllace in the west.The location of 'Davies Bend' in 'Cfhe 
Mystery of the Lobks',Mr.Howe artistically witholds from the r 
i .. eader.The tmme of the story is also unlmovm as is the case 
in other works by this same author. The exact location of 
I Sycamore Ridge f in w~~liam Allen vn1i t et 8' A Certain Rich Man f 
is only the knowledge of the author. However no description 
of natural phenomena or ~xisting conditions is other than 
.. what might be Kansan.The setting outside of Mrs.J.K.Hudson's 
interpretation of Utah in her Mormon stories is typically 
western but not~ing definite is mentioned which would enable 
th.e reader to say., 'This is Kansas'. The birds, the flowers, 
the climate,and the social customs mi.ght be found in this 
sto..te or any adjoining state. 
It is evident that the writers of this far inland state 
have added some paragraphs to the history of these scattered 
countries. They have .also aid
1
ed in preserving the interesting 
12 
story of the past centuries,almost from the beginning of time, 
and have dared to predict what -Ghe distant future years vYill 
bring. 
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. Chapter 1 
Eastern Kan~~as with Topeka as Cl. center stands first in the 
production of -the state authors. This city alone has been the 
permanent or temporary home 9f twenty of t!le state I).ovelists. 
Among these twenty names we find those of iharles M.Sheldon 
and Margaret Hill IftcCarter., whose reputations are w~thout ques-
tion established,. l:he fact that Topeka has produced more nov-
elists than any other city in the state does not· seem extra-
ordinary after second .thought,for what city could be more in-
spiring or offer more material than the capitol city,the 
home of political struggles and territorial disputes. Agai~, 
one would eJ\.-pect the eastern part of the state' to produce 
more writers than any other section owing to the fact that it 
is more thickly populated ,has more large cities,and is more 
proclucti ve generally. Atchison is made prominent by E. W .Hov;e. 
Emporia claims William Allen White and Cora Marsland,;Lawrence, 
Mrs. Louisa Cooke DonCarlos:and Florence Finch Kelley;and 
Manhattan,Mrs. C. W. Wilder. These together with M:rs.HcCarter an4 
Dr.Sheldon of Topeka justify one in calling the eastern part 
of the· state the hori1e of the Kansas novelist. 
The central part of the state follqws the eastern section 
closely in the number of authors produced. Vfiohi ta is the 
leading city of this division and claims among others Victor 
Murdock and Iell IL Hunger. 
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As yet ·the west claims but few of the .state's novelists. 
; 
One would naturally expect this condition hoYrever in this 
vast stretch o~f wind swept land, in· this sparse~y settled r•et. 
gion·where the settlers·have·stayed and worked and hoped. 
not.until after 1890 do we have any expression from the west. 
This makes one look for more and better things from this re-
g~on. Garden· City leads this section in the production of 
authors. 
Charles M.Stieldon of the eastern seation,acco~ding to the 
Kansas City Star for February the 7th 1914,is the widest read 
relig~ous novelist of the c~ntury, lO~moo,ooo copies-·of 'In His 
Steps' have been circulated.His literary period extends from 
1892,the t:l.me of the publication of 'Richard Bruce' ,until the 
present da~r.His las·b publication 'Jesus is Here' has aroused 
the reading public. and the literary critics.Dr.Sheldon himself. 
- in an. article in ·the Kansas City Star for April 12th 1914 says-· 
'"I h h ave received undreds of lett.ers condemning 'Jesus is 
Here' in the ·harshest terms. They say it is irreverentand un-
biblical.I ·had it in mind for years,wr6te it in four months, 
the lest chapter first." 
Dr~Sheldon says that the object of this modern day inter-
·1 
p_retation of Christ. was to make Him s~em mor.e real.He has ·Him 
address a college assembly,stop the performance of a.. play, 
speak on ITall Street,attend ·a banquet in evening dress,and 
confer with the president of the United States·. He concludes 
the book with his messag~ to a.conference of Christians. 
".And Lo' · I ·am with you always, even unto the ·end of the 
world.u 
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Dr. Sheldon has published thus far twenty-faux sermon novels, 
the greatesjj nuinber of novels published by any one author in 
the -state. However 'In His Steps' probably outclasses any other 
vrork that he has done. Mr.Sheldon stands alone in the state 
unleas Harold Bell Wright,by his brief ~tay at Pittsbtµg may 
·be classed among the Kansas authors.If so hie 'Calling of Dan 
Hatthews' resembles closely the sermon in fiction so commonly 
used by Sheldon. Winston Churchill.has chosen this form for 
'Inside the Cup' and seems -to have·ahd success,It is evident 
that Kansas has a great writer in this class of fiction in 
Dr.Sheldon and may reasonably expect more of him.He has re-
cently returned from Ann Arbor liichigan to Top~ka, It is ex-
pected that he will take up ·again his vrnrk at the Congrega~. 
tional Church o~ that city, Tt was for this congregation that 
the majority of his ~ermon novels were originally prepared, 
According to Nettie Garmer B~rker of Kansas City, wh~ . 
has recently pu(?lished a sniall volume,' Kansas. Women in: I.:i ter-
ature' ,Mrs.Margaret· Hill Mccarter is the most successful Kan-
sas Woman writer finanoially,an~_also_ the most P.rolific 
\·roman writer of the state. She was born iri I11.diana and came to 
Kansas inl888. 'The Price of the Prairie r alope vvould have made 
her popular. It was fi1 .. st published in 1910 arid by 1912 the 
fourteenth edition had appeare_d. Her little book,' The Peace 
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of the Solornon',Valley' is full of thrills of ·state pride and 
rri 11 create a p~l.aasant feeling in Kansas al though ~ill pro-
bably not become the best seller on Br·oadway. In a review in 
T1rn Kansas City Sa tr for September the 24th 199.l it is comment-
ed upon thus; 
11 It is a story wh.i6h breathes the Kansas Spirit and· contains 
I 
many helpful hints· to easterners who are endeavouring to perpett-
uate the fiction that New York City is the whole plant and 
that Kanse .. s is the place where citizens go when seeking a like-
ly pla.ce to leap off the earth. 11 
Mrs.llcCarter is a Kansas writer in every sense of the word. 
In no one of her novels does she gq_t9 distant China for 4er 
setting nor does she look back to B.C.166 or forward to A.D~ 
2000 for an incident upon which to build her ~lot. On the 
contrary ,in e~ery case the setting is in Kansas and within 
her own experience or that of her parents. In 1A Wall of ~en' 
the scene is laid in the· state between the ~rears 1855 and 1865~ 
when far scattered-homes were built by the lonely settlers 
on the trackless plain~,yhen there was no justice in Kansas 1 
no right ,no sa .. f.ety, 'Winning th-e 'Wilderness' properly called 
'The Sunflower Book" tells the great human story of the heroic 
( 
pioneer life of the state. Her last published work, •A ;,faster' s 
Degree',is a typical:_college story in defense of the west of 
which she considers Kansas a part. Safely we conclude that Mrs; 
LicCartewriteis exclusively of Kansa~. She has pictured to us 
the beauties of t,he state,following Richardson'-s epistolary 
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form in the 'Peace of the Solomon Valley'. The tragedy.of the 
Civil War is depicted in 'A Wall of Men',ihe hardships of 
homeb\).ilding in' The Cottonwood S~ory' , 'Winning the Wilderness'.,, 
and 'The Prtce of the Prairiet. The increasing and original 
educational ideas of the state,ae a part of the west,yet un-
poli.shed and rugged, is the theme ocK 'A Master's Degree'. 
Hardly. l?ss important in. her own class of i1ovel writing 
is Mrs. J.K.Hudson also of Topeka.Her aim i's to show through 
fiction the dire results of Mormonism. 'Esther the dentile' 
probably slightly outranks 'The Third Wife'. An editorial in 
the Topeka Capitol for May 1878 speaks of the former as the 
most powerful and terrible picture of polygamy that has ever 
been drawl_'l by any writer of fact or fiction~.The author calls 
Utah the 'Empire of Legalized Heartbreaking'. :Mrs.Hudson was 
born in Pennsylvania • There vras a slight touch of the romantic 
in. her life. v7hen J.K.Hudson sta:tted to return to Pennsylvania 
to make her his bride 1 he was captured at ST Louis· and brought 
back to the border warfare.She was brave and came to him at 
Wyandotte.In the Topeka.Oapitolfor January 24th 1915 there 
was a notice that Mrs.J.K.Hudson of Kansas.City would address 
The Kans.as Day Club.Therefore she is still in active work in 
the state. 
Dr. Geo. H.Picard deserves mention among the Topeka novelists. 
A slight remark in the Topeka Capi~ol for December 14th 1884 in 
i·egard to his most important book, 1 A Matter of Taste', is rather 
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startling. 
"It was wise to lay the scene in a. far away country for the 
only redeeming feature of the book is the description of the 
Ven~tian. sights n •. 
'A His si.on Flower 1 vras likewise criticised in the Capitol. 
of January lst .1885. 
11 Topeka people so far as they figure in the book are in-
variably slandered and caricat.u1·ed, ·would not this effor·b of 
the literary doctor's have well been entitledJA Matter of 
Bad Te .. ste'? Andy i'Yi'lson of -the book is said to have been a man 
· who befriended Dr.Picard. F~om the south window of the Memor-
ial .building,Miss Francis,the state librarian pointed out to 
the present ·writer~ .Andy Wilson's home. the red brick house of 
the stor~11v~ere the reception was held • .According to Miss 
Francis 'The Mission Flower' aroused great ingignation among 
the Topeka people.· 
Topeka can well be proud of Jessie Wright Whitcomb.She and 
Mrs.DeGeer of Syracuse .are are the only lawyers among the· women 
writers of t11e state. Mrs. Whitcomb is the wife of Judge Vlhi t-
comb,has. a fa141y, of five boys and one girl. The oldest son 
received hi's A.B. at the age of eighteen in 1910. In 1911 he 
,/~ 
r1ecei ved\ the P..hodes scholarship from Kansas and went to Oxford. 
Mrs. Whi tc\mb is a eradua te of the Boston Uni vei'sity Law School 
\ 
, and was the first woman t'o ·lecture before a man's. law school. 
Her literary work i~ her recreation. 
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Besides the auth9+s mentioned,Topeka_can boast of several 
rising novelists. DR.C.H~Lerrigo,an eminent physician not 
only of :that city but also of the state;has attempted liter-
ary woxk' as a rest from other duties.He .is ·probably best known 
for his articles·in regard to disease~s and cures,especially 
for· the one on antidotes for ivy poison. E;is novel 'Doc Will-
iams• is of secondary importance.The_triumph of science over 
ignorance is the theme of the novel.This book probably is a 
somewhat modified picture of the·doctor's own life,altho1:-1gh 
some of the incidents are known no_t to apply directly. 
Effie Graham,head of' the mathe.matics department of the r 
Topeka high school will be remembered for her little book 
'The Passin' On Party'.Ex-governor Hoch has called her one of 
the most gifted womeriin the state noted for its brilliant 
women. 
Myra Williams Jarrell comes from a family of literary tal-
ent. She is as well known for her dramatic ·effort as for her 
novels but· probably best known for her short stories. Her 
play 'The Plain Clothes Man' has been staged and is now in 
the hand~' of two New York play brokers 1 and it is very likely 
that soon she will be enjoying a royalty. She together with 
./ 
·~~r brother Burua L.Williams prepared two operas 'The King-.\· . . .. 
dom.of Something Like' and 'The Kingdom of Never Come True'. 
\ . . 
···, \ 
The·y are being set to music by Arthur Pryor. 'John Bishop, 
Farmer', a collaboration with. Albert T·. Reid, the Kansas illus-
,1 
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tra.tor is soon to ·be published in the Kansas~~Farmer ,'and later 
in book form.Mrs.Jarrells herself says that she has in constr-
uction a novel which s.he believes to be· ner best. 
Ben H. Kerns of the Atchiso~ Topeka and Santa Fe offices 
of Topeka has given us a novel of modern society problems in 
'Th:e Grafter'. 
Patience Bevier Cole of the Topeka hig?- school class of 
1900 is the author of many short stories published in The 
Craftsman,McClures,,and.The Ladies Home Journal. She published 
one novel in 1913.Her present address is Forest Hill,,Long 
Island,Uew York. 
Ruth Cowgill, one of ·che librarians of the Kansas State His-
torical Society,wholent her assistance to find'material for 
. / 
this paper is the author of a nov:eJ., r Over the Border' ,,print- , 
ed ser.ially in the Kansas Farmer in 1904. 
William Carey Ce.mpbe!hl of the legal department of the San·ta 
Fe at .Topeka and G.C.Cler.aens also a member of the bar of that ' 
city have tried their hands at literature.The latter 1-s "widely 
known for 'Corporate Seouriti es' the only \York of the kind 
extant. I.t, has been commended by the American La1: Review and· 
the Chicago Legal News. 
··, 
To t1 list of authors from Topeka alone we must still add 
Tu!rs.r.~.A:.~Jnelius,former director of the.humane society of:' 
that city; _L\.. 0. Grigsby, author of a problem novel fn 1900; 
and R.E{He°ller author of 'The Freesoil Prophe:b of the Verdi-
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r gris. 
Sam M.Gardenhire,a former Topelca lawyer and once a member 
of the state legislature , has contributed four novels to the 
state lite.rature. Since leaving Kansas in 1895 he has been pra:e-
ticing law in New York. 
Nina Lillian Morgan. came to Kansas in 1887. She spent .ten 
years of her life in Washington D.C. but in 1893 resided in 
Topeka. The. Arena se,,ys of her 'Slumber Song'.-
"It is pure and wholesome and represents the possibilities 
of those who do and da~ce." 
Sh~ conceived this little story at the age of fifteen while 
in school at Lawrence and wrote.it in her eighteenth year. 
Mary Ellen Jackson who died several years ago has left us 
. / 
one of the best truly Kansas novels,'The Spy of Osawatomie'. 
Lawrence follorrs Topeka not only= as the scene of a great 
number of Kansas novels but also as the kome of a number of 
the state' novelists. However no one ne .. me makes this ci.ty pro-
rninent ;as that of William Allen White i.n the case of Emporia 
or that of Chas.M. Sheldon of Topeka.lvirs •. Don Carlos of Lawrence 
has won .distinction by the publication of her last '}jook. Col. 
John Bowles who has contributed one novel to tha state col-
J/~~tion-:ii ved at one time tbri ·Lawrence. He probably had only a \ . . . . ' 
border wa~,fare acquaintance with the city. Mrs.Hannah Ander-
\ 
son,Ropes,the first recorded novelist of the state settled in 
Lawrence in 1855.She devoted her later years to caring for the 
wounded of the Civil War. It was in caring for the soldiers 
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after the battle of Fre4ericksburg .that she overworked herself 
and lost her life.Mrs.L.A.B.Steele held literary distinction 
in the ?O's.According to her own statement she has written 
a 21u.inber or serials which have appeared in magazines ar;i.d news-
papers, especially the J..iawrence Journal an~ The Spirit of Ka.i."1sas. 
Atchison like Topeka nad Emporia is made fa~oua fun the sta~e 
literary history by one mame alon~, that of E. W.Howe,rpore gen-
erally .known as 'Old Ed Howe'~According to Walt Mason that 
1bld~ does not necessarilly mean a burden. of years, but in Kansas 
·~vhen a man has distinguished himself in one way or another, 
·so that his lithographed photograph is in demand and infants 
are named after him, he at once becomes. 'Old' .Mr.Howe never 
had any education imparted by the schools,but being an onmiv-
/ 
erous ·reader and having. a great memory ,he has· gs .. ined an ed- . 
ucation· that enables him to write wonderfully interesting ;: 
sketches.He is probably best known for his paragraphs. They· 
· are humorous, cynical, and tinged with satire. Fo:t instance. 
"The only way· to get a man to go to church is the only 
way to get good country roads ... drag 'em.n 
Mr.Howe's country home is called 1 Potato Hill'in disapproval 
of .th_t3 poetizing of every shack inhabited by a city man in · 
//,,..~ ',,,\ 
:tMe count(Y. The harmony of the dec.or&11ti<?ns of the bun~alo 
\ . 
ju.stify one 1n saying that the man who planned ,the whole thing 
studied House Beautiful ,or The Cra:ftsme .. n· as women do even when 
they dont know that they.will ever have a roof of their own 
over their heads. 
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E.W.Howe would.be world famous for lb.is -'Sto:ry--of a CoUl).try 
Town' alone. It has been reviewed by Mark Twain,Willi.ani D. 
I-Iowells,and Chas.Dudley Warner.It has been commented upon.by 
·the Edinburgh F .. eview, London Correspondence and th.e ne-rrnpapers 
from the east to the west in the United States. The Literary 
Digest,Los Angelos Times,and The New York Sun have mentioned 
it. 
Father A •. T .Ennis of St Benedicts College at Atchison has 
written a novel tending toward the classical in theme. k let-
. ter written by the Kansas Sate Historical-Society to St Ben-
edicts College in 1893,inquiring.about Father Ennis received 
in reply only the information that he had gone to Europe wi·bh 
no intention of returning. 
_/ 
C.C.Dail,the state's only exclusively imaginative novel 
' . 
writer,;lived at .Atchison.He is at present a lawyer in Kansas 
City.He began his career.as a bootblack,enlisted in the arm~r 
at the age of twenty-one but was discharged after one·year 
m-ving to disability .. 
Ellen Patton located at Atchison pe~manently in 1864. S~e 
has contributed mo;re poetry to tha i state than prose.Mrs.H. 
E.M~nro.~ now of Washington D.c.· once lived in Atchison.Ehe is 
/ ''\ 
at' presen't( known for her stereopti_can lectures.Besides novels 
I . 
\ 
and some poetry, she has written a History of Lutheranism which 
1, 
has been translated into thirteen different languages. 
Whep.- one thinks of Emporia in a literary way 1 William Allen 
White c·omes first. 
He has only added one novel to our state literature but he 
is the autho:r of a number of volumes of shoait stories,and 
has one·volum~ in preparation,the contents of which are be-
ing published in The. Saturday Evening Post.William Allen 
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White is also well known in the Political world for his· essays 
and speeches on political ·questions and in the newspaper world 
he is honored as ·the edtbtor of the Emporia Gazett~. In an ar-
ticle written for the Kansas magazine July 1909,F.L.Pinet 
says that YIL::liam Allen Tihite is thoroug~1ly Kansan.His entire 
life is devoted to the betterm~nt of the state in various 
directions.Further he was born in the state,,educ&ted here,, 
and influenced by this state. Like E.W.Howe he has a world 
w.ide acknowled~ed renutation. - :/ ' 
Core :Marsland,,under whose direction I have had the pleas-
ure of doing some work in Oral Interpretation,,has just r.eturn-
ed from New York to make E111poria her permanent home. She pub-
lished in 1911 a very mntertaini:i;ig novel,,'The Angel of the 
Gila'.H.C.Whitley of t4e Whitley Hotel and Opera House of 
Emporia has also added one novel to the state collection. 
John Stowell stands alone as ,representa~ive of the state 
1j/t-erat~~e coming from Seneca. This author was born in London 
\ . - . 
England ECJ;1d came to Kansas in 1869. He i"s an alumnus ·of the 
\ 
I 
Law School\ of the Uni versi.ty of Kansas and has been in actual 
practice since the day after his graduation.· He goes back to 
the fifteenth century for the .theme of his novel and gives us 
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a picture.a~ Don Coronado's visit to the state. 
E:ate A.Applington,late of Council Grove;now. of Miama Flor-
ida is better known·for her work based on John Ruskin's Plan 
to develop good taste in art th~n for fiction.She herself says, 
in a: letter r·eceived by the Yvriter of this paper,that herlit-
era.ry work does not satisfy her _as well or seem as worth whlie 
as the arranging of.the Kansas Traveling Art Gallery and the 
preparation of the leet"ures that accompany the pictures. Mr€S. 
Applington is the founder of this movement in the stat9,which 
was begun in 1903. The 1\ .. pplington Art Gallery is carried from 
one community to anothe~ at the expense of the state.She has 
.in preparation a novel 'Florida of the Reclamation',with a 
setting near her home fun Miama Florida. . . __/ 
. Mrs.Johannas Behnet of Pittsburg Kansas who has ·given us. 
a historical novel 'lnas asked to v;ri te an interpretation of the 
reconstruction period. Mrs.Theresa G.Randolph of the Pitts-
burg city librar~r says- ,that Mrs. Bennet was unable to keep up 
her literary vrnrk owing to the death of""her only daughter. 
Harold Bell Wright·, the distinguished An1erice.,n novelist ·li veQ..' -
at one time in Pittsburg Kansas. He has chosen th$ country 
about/·?it't'sburg as the setting· for his no¥11el 'That Printer of 
/ \ 
Udell's'. .\ 
It seem·s. that Kansas City with its remarkable history as~ 
a city,its part in the political struggle,i~s bustle and hur-
ry of modrnr:oivilization,would add one or more prominent nam-
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es to the list of state novelists.Not so,h9wever,of this cfty 
the greatest in population in the state. M.H.Donoho,once a 
lawyer of Bronson Kansas and a.ditor of the paper mf that city, 
in 1901 was judge of on:e of the Kansas City Kansas courts. In 
'Circl.e Dot' he 'has gi v~n us a true picture of cowboy life 
on the plains. Jacqui th L.Morgan, a student at the Universi.ty 
of Kansas in the 90's and la-Ger manager of the bond department 
at Kansas City has written ~novel under the pen name o! John 
Lloyd. Emma Upton Vaughn;"a graduate of tne University of Kan-
sas and author of· a collection of short stories has a novel, 
'The Cresap. Pension',ready for publication • .According to a let-
t.er received from Lillian Walker Hal~she has three -~ovels in 
amnuscript which have never been prepared for publication. She 
_/ 
has given me the only referencethat I have been able to find 
in re~:.,:ard to The Western Authors and A~tidts Club. Mrs.Hale 
we.s secretary of the"clubfrom 1893 to 1896. Some of the· lit-
. ' 
erary members were Eugene ,Fitch Ware, William Allen Tihite,Alfred 
Henry Lewis, I~c: .. ry Hanford Lord. 
Leavenwortfui:;.like Kansas City, seen!s to have produced no great 
novelist. 'W'illiam Kennedy Marshall of that atty has written a 
romance of the _heroic days of the state. Captain Charles King 
a prolific American writer once wa.s in quarters at Leavenworth. 
Thomas W.Houston,for:mer chaplain at the state penitentiary 
at Lansing,has given us in 'Mey Wing' the touch of western 
t~ought( on Oriental tradition. 
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The little town of Oskaloosa is the home of J.W.Roberts 
the author of a purely imaginative noyel, .'Looking Within' •. 
Mr.Roberts. established the Oskaloosa Independent, the offic-
ial pa.per of Jefferson county, while Xansas was yet a terr1 tory. 
It is still in charge of some memb~r of the family. 
Albert Bigelow.Paine lived in Fort Scott during his Kansas 
career.He married a Fort Scott woman and all the unhappy sean-
dal of his: life hap'pened there. 
The eastern section of the state is also proud to claim 
Anna E.Droke of Holton;P.L.Gray of Severance; George W.Whip-
ple of Roesdale;Mrs.C.W.Wilder,the great §unday school·work-
,er and Jessie Harshbarger of Manhattan; Mary Vance Htunphrey, 
J .H.Miller ,and Aman.da 3.Jones of Junction Ci ty • .Amanda Jones· 
has a novel 'A Daughter of Wall Street' ready for publication._ 
She is knm·m throughout this state and others for her patents 
of household necessities. 
Harry Wagenseller d'cffnes of Independence also belongs to 
the east.His only pl'"oduc-Gion of fiction is a purpose novel, 
'His idea accor.ding to. his own statement w:~s to produce a story 
that w9uld help boys over a trying time of their lives,the 
short .Period when their view point shifts from that of a boy 
to that of a m.an.MR.Jones spent 19Qz, and. '64 in the Harvard 
Graduate· School where he specialized in i')hd:ilo sophy. He was a 
close personal friend of William James. Owing to his prefer~ 
ence fo,r the rough and· rugged life and personci .. lity rather 
) 
than theoretical work, the author sought~work of a pioneer 
char act er in the oil and gas fields of Kansas and Okla.ho.ma, 
in which business he is now engaged. 
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Council· Grove seemed .at one time to have formed thff. ·aestern 
boundary of a very rich,fertile,and well tinipered country·. 
Fxom here westward the streams vv-ere lined with little timber 
growth,·the country \vas mostly prairie, a~nd the vegi tat ion grad-
ually became more_sca~ce.The condition has changed vastly 
until it is difficult to imagine the Kansas of eighty years 
ago. However tradition still marks this section westward from 
Council Grove to Gard.en Cityas ,cetral Kansas.The central ·sec-
tiotj. far outnumbers the west in its.production of state nov-
elists but fei.lls ·short of the number who have made the east · 
/ 
thei~ home. Wichita is the home of Victor Eurdock,Mrs.C.W. 
Doyle,Harriet Lorretta Knapp,Leila He...rd.in Buge;,,and Randall 
Parrish. Mr.Parrish. is also counted in the list of .Iowa authorfi 
Victor :Murdock is best known as managing editor, of the 
Wichita Eagle. He is even better.known to the political ·world 
than to literary enthusiasts.He is the author of but one nov-
el.Ra..nc~lall.Parrish once practiced la·vy in.Wichita which gives·the 
state a claim on his literary work.He has published eighteen 
novels besides being a great newspaper worker on the daily 
papers of Omaha, Denv.er, Sioux City, and Chicago. He lives at 
present at Kewanee Illinois. Dell H.Hunger's recent work of 
fic.tion .has received more praise than any rrork ·of the kind 
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written at the time or since. She has told us in simple lan-
guage tihe story of western Kansas- that is true to fact.She 
completed the entire story- of 135,000 words in three days 
less than t·N·o months. 
Mrs. Knapp is somewhat known as an artist and musician 
in Cha·baqua c~rcles as 1-~:ell as an author of prose and poetr~r, 
Leila Hardin Bugg has published one novel and considerable 
material in regard to the correct thing for Catholics. She 
;is, one of the few Kansas authors who have traveled abroad. 
Noah Brooks of Fort Riley, the geographical center of the · 
state is populax as a newspaper correspondent but is beet 
knoi:m for his books for young people. He has been correspon-
} 
,dent, for the Sacramen!9- Union, The Mew York Tribune ancl Times. 
He ·tvas editor of the Newark AdverJciser and established the 
'Appeei.1 1 at Marysville Ca.lifo:rnia. 
John Preston Campbell,an Abilene lawyer has received much 
praise from the press for his poems.He is also.a writer of 
-f'iction. 
T. F. Sproib.l is the only Kansas novelist knov'Vl1 to have tak-
en his own life on-accout of discouragement in regard tm the 
reception., of his litera.ry productions.He loaded his book with 
biting remarks on current events of t4e nation,especially 
Kansas and Topeka. He had delight in 'Rapping' the clergy 
then he turned his hand at the legislature,the governor/Ghe 
attorney generaili,local officers,and Topeka newspapers, I;~any 
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Topekans said kind things of his book.Among them were Jay E. 
House and Thomas McNeal,but ·the disappomntment resulting from 
the slight sale of his book caused Hr.Sproul to· think this 
world too.harsh. 
John C.Baird of Veeper,H.E ... Swan of Stafford,and O.B.1Thit-
aker of Lincoln also belon£t to the list of authors of the -.;;;; .. 
central section. 
In the section of .windswept,uncultured,rolling plains, 
transformed to fertile fields the literary talent is increas-
ing.Mot until the 90's do we find any expression from the 'Nest. 
But in this section now in touch with the world by rail and 
wire, the poets and the novelists find a rich field •. Garden 
Pity, Syracuse, Soodlan~.,and T,Ieade are the :i;epresentati ve cities 
. of the west· in the produ.ction of fiction writers .Mrs DeGeer 
a woman law~;er of Syracuse and editor of the Wsetern Times 
of Garden Ci t~r,©he builder .of the first two houses in both 
Greeley and Scott counties is the author of three novels, 
characterized by the temperance and woman.suffrage themes. 
Mrs. Eva Mo:Cle~r Murphy, the first woman to run for Congress 
in America lives in- this sparsely settled section near Good-
land. She wevs defeated:'.lhn the 1914 election but is· still an 
enthusiastic ~regressive worker.At. the time of the election 1 
in answer to a letter from I\[rs.rirurphy ,-William Allen Vlhite 
said-
· nr ahve never had political information sent rne in such an 
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accurate compilation.Announce yourself for candidate for Con-
gress a,nd there· wont be a man in t-he district presume to run 
against· you" 
Cyrus Cole of Garden City has written a highly imaginary 
novel with a setting in the planet of. Saturn •. Willis George 
Emerson,~ short story writer has written two books.of prose 
fiction,. The la.st one was published in 1902. 
I am unable to find any information of some of the 
Kansas authors who seem to have becme identified wtth ·the st?te 
state in some_ way. For twenty-five of the writers of. the 
I 
state I havent as much as an address. Of Mrs.Adela E.Orpen:, 
author of '~he Jayhe..wke:ss' vii th a setting in and about Lawrence 
' ' J 
I know only that at the/time that the Sate Historical Society 
' -~ 
received the'ix copy of her novel,she was in London England. 
Hervey Vlhi te editor and manager of· the Wild Hawk a new mag~ 
a zine printed at Woodstock N'ew York has been in some way.i-
dentified with the state,but the details are as yet.unknown 
to the writer of this paper. 
Sam Gardenhire, Stuart Hanry,a..nd Florence Finch Kelley have 
made New York their-permanent home. Dell H.Munger ·and Harold 
Bell Wright no\~i live in California. Mrs. Caroline Abbot Sta.i.J. -
ley and.Jv!rs.H.E.~fonroe are in Washington '.O.c. 
J . 
(--Out of the 112;,novelists belonging to the state,a slight 
majority have been.men. Forty-three women writers. have tried 
l 
their hands at this form of fiction. Very few of the state · 
! I ,..· 
i .... / 
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novelists are home. born.The greater number come from the 
neighlioring atates and still a number from the east have 
settled here. This wo:Jld be. expected in s state with only .. 
fifty ~rears of existe.nce,and in a state beginning its life. 
in this age of western spread of civilization. This fact also 
accounts partially for the abundance of writers in the east-





The Kansas· author has sometimes chosen his home town as 
the background for his neighbor in the next house,and some-
times has taken his hero to China a.Yld. Japan,, even to the far 
planet of Uars.He has revealed his characters by broad sun-
I 
light,by gas light,moonlight,footlights,sometin1es bjr"the 
light that never was on land or sea 11 • The writers of our 
state have been rather extravagant in their creative world. 
Some have turned the scroll of time backward several thous-
and years,and again.we are thrust into the distant future 
of government oYmership. They realize that -'Ghey are under no 
obligation to the clock,/the calendar, or the atlas. Some do. 
no·t choose any definite time or place setting. This indefinite-
ness seems to be a characteristic of the fiction of this state. 
Few of the state w:i;iters,when one ·considers the whole 
number, he .. ve. chosen. to place their characters beyond the earth. 
Cyrus Cole places his planetary teiephone on the planet of 
Saturn.By the means of the 'Auroraphone' he gives to the peo-
ple of Earth, the hi story of -Che religious, social, and,.poli t-. 
ioal institutions of that other planet. In this way the novel-
ist avoids the third person narrative and.gives a picture of 
the distant planet b~r having. the inhabitants tell of their 
own land through this imaginary machine. This message is re-
. ceived at Colorado Springs vrhich arrangement gives reality to 
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the $tory. 
C.C.Dail's story of 'Willmoth the Wanderer' or rightfully 
1 The Man from Saturn' is of somewhat the s.ame style o·f narra-
tive. In this case a man who has visited the planet· of Sa~urn 
relates the-story of his adventures.A paragraph from his story 
will be sufficient to describe the setting-
11The people. of Saturn, as I shall continue to call my native· 
land, are absolu;.rcely vegi tarians, and never think of ID.sing an-
imal flesh for food.As there are about twenty females to one 
rnale,polygamy is practiced to a great extent throughout the 
ci-vilized portions of the country,few men lil.fu.v:bn~cless than 
emght to fifteen wives.Every man is free to do whatever he 
thinks best for him to do;lfone can meditate mischief on anothe; 
/ 
for by some strong and unaocoumtable affinity of mind and 
matter, the thoughts are immecliately portra~red upon the face:, 
so that others may readily see what is passing through the 
.. mind; there.fore no one can form any plans injurious to another· 
withoutthe effect being known and prevented.The· highest crime 
that can be con1mitted there is tm think of anything evil. n 
Thus in incidents-impossible to the earth,he relates the 
story of .his planet,and paint!3 the background for his plot. 
Pl.LGray has given us two entirely· imaginary stories,' In 
a Car of Gold' and. 'Lost-Two Little Girls'. In th·e latter 
the sc[~ene is ~n Mars 26 ,900, 000 miles away from Earth. The 
children see red vegitation,two moons,but strangely no moun-
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tains.As they pass through the space between the worlds, they 
hear no voice,the medium being ether,which conducts light but 
no sounds.The effect of the story is lost when the author has 
Myrtle awaken from a dream." 
Albert Bigelow Paine gives us a tale of fanciful adventure 
.in'The Arkansas Bear 1 • 
However the majority. of the writers have chosen to place 
their characters on this planet, though sometime£? in remote· 
lands.China is a fitful setting for 'Mey Wing' ~Thomas Houston's 
Oriental hero. George Picard chooses Venetian scenexy with its 
beauty and romantic suggestion for his lovers!Le Trappeur de 
Kansas' is written in French but atrangely has no foreign set-
ting. 'Octagius' suitablyjroams the battle fields of Italy 
vri th its memorable tragedies of war. Stuart Henry in his nov-
els gives us an interpretation of French life and customs,'A 
Bottle in the Smoke'by Mrs.Don Carlos is placed in· the ehad-
ow of Bury ST.Edmonds •. 
. No section of the· U11i ted States is left untouched. The Kan-' . 
sas writer finds his hero from California on the west to New 
York om the east,and- from the Lake states on the north to 
Kentucky and Texas on the south. 
1 The Daughter of i!!all Streett. is obviously a herq from New 
YorkJFlorida of the Reclamation' is lErs.Applington's inter-
. . r I pretation of southe,rn life,and Dave's Daughter lives in a New 
York hotel!The Queen of Appalachia' belongs· to the eastern 
section,'The Border Rov~r'comes from Pennsylvania and 'The 
Boy Emigrants' are on -their way from Illinois to California 
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in se.arch of gold.' A Pioneer from Kentucky' comes to ma).ce Kansas 
his home and likewise the state looks inviting to tp_ Colorado 
Colonel'·. 
James B. Goodf? has his characters take t A Trip through .Ar-
It::..nsas' and Tuirs. Caroline Abbot Stanley makes Missouri the 
home of her fictive creations. 'The Third Wife'is obviously 
i 
found in Utah_ and·,' The ;Book ·of Ruth t is a Denver perio9-,ica!l. 
>-
'The Rainbow Chasers' roam the woods of Arkansas,and 'Our 
Boy and Girl hNalk the streets of l~ew Yo~k. 'A Man in the I\Iak-
ing' ,Mr.Jones places in Vermont,and Mrs.Whitco~c.hooses La.ke 
Champlain in' the Ad1ron9-acks a.s a suitable location for her 
'Freshmen and Senior'. In Tennessee on the Cumberland 'At the 
Foot o:f No Man rs.' .. is pictured •. ' Circ:ie Dot' comes from Texas 
on the s_qµth and 'Marian Lee' from Canada on the nort.h. 
On the ·whole the Kansas writers have found their own state 
the~moet interesting settihg for their various scenes.The 
western plains of the state serve as a suitable background 
for the pioneers,their sorrows and their gladness.The eastern 
cit~es are the sc~nes of border warfare and Indian raids in 
fiction as they were in i~eali ty. Both sect'ions of the state 
afford romsntic bowers and nooks rivaling eastern lover's 
trysting places. 
E!<tS"let"\1 
The w·e.sj; . ern, part of Kansas is the scene of :Mrs. Ropes 'Six 
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Months in Kansa~' in 1856 and it. is like\vise ·the home of the 
pioneers in Mrs.Uargaret Hill Mccarter' s 'Ylinni1jg the Wilder-
ness' ,published in 1914.For over a half _century the picture · · 
of the west.has 1?een kept before us with.equal viyidness in 
'A Promised ,Land! ,Hendrick Friesen'.s Homestead' ,.'The Sq'§Iat-
., 
ter Sovereign','Gleanings from Western Prairies'JWestern Bor-
der Life','The Price of the Praitie'And 'A Soi of the Plains'. 
In 'Perfection City' a.bride is.brought to her new home on 
the Kansas prairies. Meade in the southwest corner of the 
state is the home of 'Buell Hampton'and 'Th~ Pilgrimsoof the 
Plains'wander about Galena and vicinity, Mr.Sheldon has ohos-
en Colby as the background for two of his sermon novel~, 
'Richard Bruce' and 'The)larro_1iY Gate'. 
_, . 
Quant:eell's scene of butchery and destruction is the re-
peated background of the novels dealing with the eastern sec-
tion of the state.Lmvrence a~d :Eopeka are the most fully·pr~­
sented cities, The raid of the border r·uf.fiane under their 
deterrnineed leader is pictured in'Cfhe Jayhawkers.' by Mrs. 
Orpen and again in 'Th~~ayhawker' by John A. Martin •. Ran-
dall Parri~h ·desc~ibes tbe same disaster in 'A Tale of the 
Old F~mntier'as does Mrs.Mccarter in 'A Wall of Men'. 'The 
Sons of Strength' did duty on. many battle fields and follo\ved 
the invaders'evet the Border'.'The Entering Wedge'tel~s the 
same story of brutality, robbery, and burning; e ..nd 'The Spy of. 
Osawatomie' is a typical pictu1~e of the war scenes. 
.~ 
Mrs.Munger has chosen. Topeka as well as Fort Dodge and 
-Kansas City as the so ene of various ha.ppenings in J:lei;.r ecog-
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pi zed. literary novel.Dr~Pic~rd places the hero of 'A Mission 
Flower' in his home town.Mr.Sproul speaks indifferently 1 in fact 
almost scandalous~y of the_ political and industrial iti'sti tu+:.~ .1 
tions of "'che capital city.Mrs.Mccarter has never entirely 
avoided her home city in any one of her novels 1 although it is. 
gen~rally conceded that the college of •i Master's Degree' is 
Southwestern at V!infi eld instead of Washburn which is. with-
in a block of her home, 'A Wall of i:Ien' stands in the Kaw and 
!I 
I 
Vinland valleys.'The Price of the Prairie' is laid farther 
south in the Neosho and Verdigris valley~. In this novel she 
h1entions the Congregati~y.al Church of .. Tor:eka) made memorable 
by Dr.Sheldcm, and Washburn College. She speaks of Lawrence 1 
Salina, and Fort Hayes. Pittsburg is the home of' 'fhe Printer· 
qf Udell's' and 'Circle Dot' has scenes in Abilene, Wichi.ta, 
Newton,Great Bend.,and Doclge Qity. 'The Passin' On Party' took 
place on th"e Kaw., river rfAn?. :fo~t Leave~worth is an appropriate 
background for 'Mr. Desmond U. S.A,.' and The Solomon Valley is 
the proper place tpr-~rs.ifoCa1·ter's peaceful love scene • ... 
Some of ·the stat_f writers have chosen· to conceal the ex-
act location of their settings. 'The· Graft·er' 1 aocordins to 
the author's o,~m statement 1 has his o!fffice in s---- Kansas. 
The school district of t The School Ma' ams of Dis·crict 91' 
may be any country school district in -the et ate.' L·ais Morton's 
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Inv~stment' may be in the east or the west so far as the con-
. . 
text of the story is cone erned. 'The· De.la.hoydes 1 rove over the 
entire state and 'The Old Santa Fe Trail' extends from_ the 
1 
east to the west. 'Don Coronado through Kansas' and 'A :VolUn-6 
teer with Pike' are~storiee of the early pre-territorial days 
of the state and have no definite setting other than the state 
as a whole. Sycamore Ridge in 'A Certain ·Rich Man' is somewhere 
in the northeastern s.ecti'on of. the· state near Leavenworth but 
the exact location is known only to Mr. vn.1ite. 
Some of the authors of the state are far more .indefinite 
than those· just mentioned.Mr.Howe does no.t give us any clue 
as to the location of his fictive cities and fields. From his 
?-escriptions ·of nature _a:rld r(a;/' interpretation of character 
we may reasonably infer .that thescenes are in the vrnst~but 
. a more detailed location of them is impos_sible .. The element" 
of the· boom figures in t A 1Ian Story' ·and 'The Bends' stand 
on a prairie river;in fact the tdwn has all the characterie-
tics of a western tor:n. In 'The Iv!oonli$ht Boy' the setting is 
unknown only that it ta.kes·plade'on a prairie.Davies· Bend~ 
with its freaks of character~_,in 'The Mystery· of the Locks' 
is attypically western tovm and again there is no doubt that 
'The Country Town' is the best pict·ure of a vrnstern town that 
has ever been drawn,but.no one has ventured to say j~st which 




Mr.Sheldon has chosen to make the setting of his sermon nov-
els hazy. In this case the indefini tene_?S may be due to the 
subject and the purpose of the novels.Mr.Sheldon ain'ls to make 
. , 
his novels touch the minds and hearts of all Christian people 
and therefore is wise in choosing no definite setting for them. 
He doea however place ·two of his heroes at Colby and probably 
chooses this town on-account of mts extreme lonely and western 
log-atioi;i., therebj' affording him an excellent opportunity of · 
illustrating the joye of 'Christ as a companion'. 
Time setting like piace settirig ID.a often hazy and indefin-
ite. In the cases of Mr.Howe and Dr.Sheldon this is especially 
true.We know of course that they d~ not write of classical or 
mediaeval times but vve q,cr not know what time· in the last two 
centuriesthe incidents took place. 'The Story .of a Country 
Tov-rn' shows no influenqe of the conditions of any specific 
time in the state.· 'IN His Steps' may have been a story of 
a minilster' s career in any modern century as far as the thenle 
is . cone ern~d ... 
Lieut . .A~l.f.Fuller in'A.D.2000' gives_ us a picture ?f San 
F1~ancisco in the t~7enty-first century,New York is .then a city 
of 4,000,QOO inhabitants and Chicago is the me~ropblis of the 
country• J. W. Roberts -in 'Lo.eking VJi thfn' sh611s us a Labor and 
Ca.pi tol war scene in 1927 and_ the results o.f government, own-
ership in the year 2000 .A. D. In' Octa'Vius' we have a scene of·~ 
·che distant past instead of the future.Father Ennis,in this 
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story tells us a tale of the first century instead of the 
twenty-first. 
The entirel,Y imaginary novels have ·no :bime setting vvhatever • 
.As far as the reader would know the conditions on Mars and 
Saturn are, al\yays the same,cur!bous and ·mysterious. 'The Au-
roraphone' ,'Lost Two_ Little Girls's 'Willmoth the Wanderer', 
and+' In a Car of Gold' are of this timeless variety. 
In no case have I been able0 to detect any trace of the 
·eighteenth century roman-ticism,long dark coioridors,and·mys-. 
terious trap doors.Scott's historical novel of the ninet·eenth 
century is widely imitated. In man~r of the historical sket-
ches,as :tn Scott, the real historical characters p18\y a minor 
part but are not en ti rel{ overshadowed by the fie ti ve hero.' 
Mrs.McCarter's novels are of this sort. 
On-t-he·, ·~vhole the ·#ri ters of the state deal ~Vi th the time 
contemporaneous Ylith the history of the state,including the 
territorial da:fs, the ~ioneer struggles,, and the Civil War. 
'Don Coronado thr.ough Kansas' tells of the ear mi est days of 
the state before its organization as a te:rritor~. Inman's 
·.~ . . . 
'Old. Santa Fe Trail' deks with the period before rail:Uoads, 
\'-, 
telephones;)telegraphs,and the imnrovements of mode:cn civil-. I . -
I 
ization.'Six Months in Kansas' written in 1856 tel1s the 
j 
story of ;the early territorial days, the days of the Indian 
( 
and the buffalo. The period of the struggle for existence 
has been extensively considered; The pioneer days of the 
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·state are the·days of'~he Pilgiims 9f the Plains', 'The Bor-
der.· Rover' ?and 'A Son of the Plains. 
'Hendrick Friesen's Homestead' ,'lfhe Promised Land~,'The 
Price of the.Prairie'~~inning the Wilderness! and 'The Wind 
before the Dawn' tell of the building of the state. The Civ-.. 
il War period.is the choic~ setting of the state novelists. 
This period has inspired and prpmpted ip.ore people to w~i te 
than any other one period fun the state's history. Mrs.McCar-
ter has told us the· story of this period in 'A Wall of Men•·. 
Mrs. Orpen Balls her 'tale of the Civil War perioc;l 'The Jayhaw-
kers'. This· same story is repeated in 'A Tale. of ihe Old Fron-




As in any oody of narrative literatur~,the majority of the 
writers in the state of Ka11sas, have used the third person form. 
Some few have used the autobiographic method apcl still fewer 
have chosen ~he epistol~ry form, introducedc'~bY Richardson in the· 
eighteenth century. Iif.[rs.Margaret Hill l!IoCarter in 'The Peace 
of the Solomon Valley'has actopted the letter form and. by means 
·of this form she gives us a picture of both the east and the 
west. William Allen White .. uses a. ·~r.aall amount of documentary 
form in 'A Certain Rich Man' .Iitrf;;.Applington's 'Pilgrims of 
the P.lains' is .closely related to. this form but may be. more 
accurately classed a:s ajfictitious manueoript,resembling 
Robinson Crosoe,for the incidents are all recounted in a 
j~urnal. . 
Mr.Howe is a typical exar.iJple of a novelist of the autobi-
ographic type.His four best stories,'The Mystery of the Locks', 
'A Man Story',' A Moonlight Boy 1 ,and 1,The Story of a Country 
Tmin' are written in this.form,and despite the long and :rath~/ 
er tiresome monologues,Mr.H6we has had exceptional success 
Tii th this ·form. 
One does not have to sea:i;ch long for a novel of the first 
type.' The Jayhawkers' ~ 'Estirnr the Gentile' , and scores· of othess 
· are told by the onlooke.r. 
No type of this class of fiction has been.left entirely 
untoucheQ. by the writers of .the sta..te.We have a detective story 
in . 'Buff?-lo ,Bill at ·Wounded Knee'.' The )Tatal Yoke',' A Tale of 
the Old Frontier', f The Price. of the .Prai:rie I, and 'A l1Iaster Is 
Degree' are characteristic historical romances of the state. 
The historic~l facts are modif~ed greatly in some cases,but 
it seems ~hat this d~parture ftom actual history is what 
rnalces a his-'Gorical novel. The plan. of the histori'oal .novel 
is Qopied \n general fr~~ Sco~t's famous model.The fictitious 
characters in each case known "'Go the writer of this· di scue-e 
sion ,are the leading characters· and the·historical figures 
; . 
play a:minor part.They seem t6 be used only to add reality 
to the story. 
In a state withuauchA short existence;with so little ex-· 
perience in dress,manners,and customs; one would not expect 
a well defined novel of manners.However we have an attempt 
at this type of rio~el in 'Uncle Nathan's Farm','Hendrick Fr-
iesen's Homestead~ and 'A Pioneer from Kentucky' • .In the 
first ·two one is shown the customs and dress of the pio-
neers of the state,while in the latter the mountaineers of 
Kentucky introduce their habits into 'their new home. 
So long as the soul of man· shall grow,the.quest of the 
. ' . . 
wanderer and, explor.er shall never end. The. state i.s rich in 
the novel of adventure.'Pen'~ Venture' is obviously of this 
class.'Don Coronado through Kansas 'are more or less true.a:t; 
stories of eocploration. Noah Brook's 'The Boy Settlers'and 
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'The Boy.Emigrants' belong to this tj'"pe. :Era.Stanley's 
novels telicof incidents and happenings connected with the 
OzarbMountains. In the Civil Viar stor.ies almost __ without ex-. ' 
ception there is some incident of. adventure. In' The Jayhaw-
·kers' a vel1.turesome .escape !ron: the border ruffians is pie-!; 
' tured.ln 'A Wall of Ifo1'1 1 ·a· clai.ring escape from an Indian 
chief is :ee lated.'Five.Years on an·Island is also an attempt' 
at ~ Robinson Crusoe plot. 
'The Kansas Farme;c in Poli tics.' is apparently a political 
novel.Wiililiam Allen.White is not~d for depi~ting bf politi-
cal heroes. In an issue of :Bhe Sa turQ.ay Evening Post for J1pri l 
·1915 he has pictured. the typical Oongressrne.n of a small ·t;,ovm 
by me.ans of a short st or-{. In every case it is evident that Mr. 
Ylhi te unde:rsta1~ds the machiner~r of poli ti as. 
· '.ehe Utopian type is used in telling.the stori'es 'Looking~ 
Within' and .1 .A,D.2000 1 .In each of these stories Utopia exists 
in the distant futu~e, the time of goYei:nment contro.l and 
Equality, Liberty ,and Fraternit·y. . . '-
'Lost Two Little Girls' ,and 'Willmoth the Wandei~er'are of 
the 1voyage Imaginai:b3-/ type. In these stories the sti·e.,nge in-
habi te .. nts, anfr11als, and. veg~tation of the planets· 1,liars and Sa·t-
urn are de~cribcid,in the first p~ace by' the people of Earth 
. . 
who visit Mars. and secondly by Willmoth "'Ghe Wan_derer ,a· rnan 
from Saturn who tells .of his own planet. 
Pf of es sor Stoddard in his di sous si on of' the novel divides·· 
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it into·only -three types,namely;HistoricaJ:>Romantic,and the 
Novel of Ptirpose.Dt.Sheldon is the great representative of the 
purpose novel not only in this state but in the ·whole fiald 
of American literature. 
The n6velists of the state have made their work a part of 
the state by the use of terms peculiar to the statewi th its 
int er es ting and varied populetion. Such v10rds o ..s shanty, sod-
. ~ ' . 
house,,claim,squatter,06wboy,trail,bandit,dougout,pioneer,prai-
ri e scho.oner, ranger, grazer, hoppers, bor~~er, coyote, pardner ,bli z-
zard, lariat, drouth, sunflower, cy_clone, prai.rie fire,, stage, boom, 
jayhawfer ;,"bush~~rhacker ,draw ,and prairie dog recall to the true 
Kansan scenes of the early da"Jr.s. Such phrases as swell of prai-
rie ,,bleeding Ks .. nsas, starV:ing Kansas, the treeless desert, home-
stead, back home, scourge of locusts ,and Kansas cyclone give ·. 
local color tp a story. Such words as lqnliness,saclness,and 
solitude are ~escriptive of the piorieer 1 s feelings. 
Children as well ae grownups are made the heroes of the 
state ,novels. 1 The Boy: ·E:nigra..nts 1 , 'The Boy Settlers•,' Our 
Ba.seb?wll Hine' and 1 The_F:ii..r:IPrort Club' are typical boy's 
stories t6ld by boys.In the description of boy character Mr. 
White has not been excelled in the stae.His boys are real live 
·boys. They are not sissies nor on the other hand are they pir-
ates -like'Huck Finn' and'Stalky'.They are the average boys 
of a smali wes~ern to~n. On the·whole his char~cters are dis-
tinct.Colonel Hucks is almost as well known and as well re-
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n1embered ·as 'Boythoi·n t or· 'David Copperfield'. 'Two Little 
Maids ancl their Frien6s' ~An Odd Li.ttle· Lass~.;ancl 'Polly But-
ton's· New Year' are-truly girl's stories. In· 'A Wall of Men', 
'A Hoonlight Boy', 'A M2m in the :taking' ,and .'1:.!ey Wing' the 
children :at· the beginning ~f the b.ook appea.r as grownups p.t 
the·end.These last fourmentioned books are in other words 
studtes of developing characters.However the majority of the 
heroes of the entire .number of; state novels are grovmupe and 
more or lees stationary in physical development.Moreover in 
most case.s mental development , soclilly, spiritually, and int el-
lectually is evident~ 
The Kansas author chooses his hero not from his home state 
. . / 
alone nor jret from this ,nation alone. He has f:cequently gone 
1. to a. foreign land tp find a suitable hero or heroine. In 'A 
!·:Tatter of Taste' we have English,I-talian,and Swiss characters 
presented. i!!e have also the portra.i t of a Turk in this story, 
The sprinkling of Italian terms gives· .the book a. foreign fla-
"~ I '. 
vor.The hero of'Octavius 1 is also Italian and the.foreign 
t.erms and the warfare maneuvers of this story b.ring one back· 
to the days of classical Rome. In 'Mey Wing' we.have a Chin-
ese·h~ro with the dress,customs,and traditions peculiar to this 
division of the yellow race. In Stuart Henry's no~els we are 
introcluced to the nobleman of.France as well as to the French 
lady of aristocratic birth,'A Bottle in the Smoke' is given 
a foreign tone ·by the lat in phrases introduced , such as •.Ave 
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Maria' 'Ora pro nobis'. Dolan and· Mccurdy in 'A Ce1~tain Rich 
Man' are respectively Scotch and Irish characters.Ernst Breun-
ner,the Professor from the Ge1·man University 1frequently uses 
German words in his conversation, At the end of a thrilling . 
love scene he. is heard to whisper 'Auf wiedersehen' .In the· 
'The Pilgrims.of the Plains' we are introduced to a Spanish 
i~aid •. ~ome Spanish words are also woven into the sJGory-' e.a.b-
alladar!:and 'estam:pada' are fai~ exa.mples. In this same ;story 
we have a song with African words-
"We-a-chi-no-li; Vie-a-chi-chi-rio-li. 
lLu-bel-pe-be-she; We-a-:..chi-chi-no-a.:..11." 
We are also given a sketch· of one of the popular songs of the 
'voyageurs' • 
"Qui' les changen t qui_ voudron t, 
Pour moi. je garde la mienne.n 
The Scotch ba.llad l.ends beauty to the story and the Irish boy 
Orrie adds humor.Further,-in_this story_vre are.introduced to· ... 
the Mexican· and the Canadian.The V'.:riter also takes the liber.;,-
ty to qu.ot·e the first lines of Caesar's Conm1entaries,in her. 
description of the camp with its three factions.· Patrick and 
Fritz Yri th their dialect give interest to 1 The·:.'P:romised Land'. 
'Delenda .. est Ca:rthago 'is apy::ropriat·ely used in the descrip-
tion of Carthage of' ~he Jayhe ... wkers. 1 • The Irish character in 
'Ravenia' is depicted in an interesting way. 
The Indian ancl the Negro both play 'important parts in Kansas 
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fiction.'rhe forme1~ in the. Civil War period and the latter ·1n 
the peri6d immediately.following the war.The Indians have 
been in the state since its earliest history and have a reriog-
ni·zed place in its li te1,ature. They are mentioned in 'Don Cor-
onado through I~ansas' and even in a work as recent as 'A LT.as-. 
ter•s Degree' .Their tepees m~de of poles and buffalo hides 
and their v.rar dresses are vividly described. In 'The Jayhavv-
kers' we have bo·th the· hospitality of the. Indian and his dar-. ~ 
ing slaughter.In ''fhe Pilgrims .of the Plains' we.have an at-
tempt at Indian ve-rse-
i. 
"Na-peachemi ce ta ha 1 
Che na mo si ti we. 
Ma ci ke na· mis wa la/ti 1 
Mi ti na pi ni • " 
This verse is from the Shawne·e language andwhen spoken.ac-·: 
cording; to =·.·1xs.Applington,is very music.al.~esicles the Shaw-
nees Mrs. Appling-ton mentions the Kaw· 1 Kickapoo 1 Ottawa, Sioux, 
Cheyenne)~Arapha~J.O~, Ap6:ch~, and Pueblo Indie.,ne. I~rs. lfoCart er 
in 1A 17all of Hen' is ski11.ft1 ·in her use of broken Indian 
dialect.White !uxke~ is the daring Indian chief of the story. 
Jean Pawhuska in''fhe'Price of the Prairie' shows the Indian 
as a villain. The story is macle mo~e thrilling by the numerou,s 
raids, of the India~sand tl'~eir. sneaking escapades. In t ... tJ .. Pio-
neer from Kentucky' an Indian squaw· ,seeks revenge for the 
murder of her husband. The Indian plays a part on 'V!illiara .Al-
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leri White's stage.Inman in his 'Old Santa Fe,Tre .. il' describes 
the Indians;their customs and legends,and the old trappers 
Kit Carson,Jim Bridger,a .. nd others. In 'The Great Salt Lake 
Trail' he tells of the famoµs Custer Massacre. 
The Exodus., in the years ,18?8 and 1880 brought a larg,e num-
ber of negroes to the state. Immediately they are, ,the char-
·. ' f 
acters.of the state lit~rature. Overton,one of the characters 
ofTha Jayhawkers' was ,a _keeper of slaves~In this story we have J ' 
the negro mammy and the negro ba~'?Y. The reli'gtbous feeling of 
this race of people is also pictured.Their extieeme supersti-
tion and fear of a Supreme Being gives a certain flavor to 
the novel. Some of the ~assages ar~.written in negro dialect 
which mak_ee the narratiwe seem southern. In 'The, Pilgrims of 
·the Plains' rm have a negro boy aharacter. In this same novel 
there is a short negr.o di elect ·song whic~ gives further ev-
idence of the religious feeling of the colored race. 
"I cros·see de.ribber,an' what do ·I see?Hebber git back 
no mo'! 
De debbil he's a-waitin' dere fo' me! Nebber git back 
no mo' l 
My sister pray' fat me! Nebber. git back no mo'! 
i"1~r mother hold me fas! Nebber git back no m_o' 1 
Again we find negro dialect in both 'The ·Promised Land' and 
'The Dead Line'. 
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~ Naturally the· writ~r~·of the state vary in their use of 
lit~rary referencee.G.C.Olemens as far as the writer of this 
paper l).as he en able· to learn·, exceeds any other novelistic 
author of ·the state in the l1umbe::c of li ters..ry references used 
in a single novel.In· 'The Dead Line' he men~ion Emerson,Car-
lyle,Coleridge,Lowell,Tolstoi,Bunyan,Byron,The Bible,and Eu-
ripides. Frequent;:Ly he quotes lix1es from the authors mentioned 
showing ,a~ least a reading knowledge of literature. Charles· 
Dickens has just left St Louis at. the opening of the action 
·6f 'The Pilgrims of the Plains'.Mrs.Applington m~ntions Scott, 
~urns,Cooper,Irving,and Homer.She also.recalls.'The Last of 
·.the .Mohi"cans' and 111entions the· character of Hot spur •. Biple 
reading is a habit of h·e~ pilgrims.Mrs.McCarte:S h~bit·1.J.e.lly 
begins each ahapter of her various novels with a quotation •. . . . 
Whittier seems to be her favorite amo~g the poets and iri each 
novel sd far as the writer knows she quotes this same stanza-
"W~ go to rear a wall of ~en 
On Freedom's Southern line, . 
And plant b.eside. the cotton-tree 
The rugged Norfuhern pine." 
Besides this stanza in r .A Wall of Men r alone she q,uotes stan-
zas. from Samuel W.Duffield, Alfred Tennyson,Ellen·P.Allerton, 
James Russel ·towell,Albert W~Macey,,Amanda T.jon,es,Al_ice Cary, 
Rudyard Kipling,,Henry. \7ac3.sworblb. Longfellow ,.Lo~d Byron, James 
Whitcomb Rile~r, Sara T. D. Robinsmn,'Henry Ward Beecher, Henley, 
/ 
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John Brovvn; Isaiah and seven· other stanzas from Whittier's p 
poems ·ivi th "bbe first two lines of her f.avori te stanza repeat-
ed in the last chapter. In 'T~1e Price of the Prairie' she men-
ti6ns wi·ch respeat Charles I:I. Sheldo!1 of her own city. Sheldon 
·himself seldor.~ quotes from o·bher literature than the Bible. · 
Yiilliam Allen 'i!hi te is not prolific in his use· of literary 
references but connects his story with nationa~l history by 
the mention of such ne..mes as Neal Doan and Elizabeth S.tantqn. 
J 
Mr.Howe,strangely,is entirely lacking in reference to liter-
ature either past or present. 
On the \Yhole the ·''rri ters of the state are distinctly Kansan 
in their chmice of references and characte·rs. In Mrs.r,rccarter' s 
long list of quote..tionsjehe 'does not slight the Kansas poet. 
The Indian and the Negro, the 1':1exiqan and the foreigner are 
a part of the population of "l:ihe state. Mr.Yfuite has b·een ex.-
ceptionally successful in depicting certain classes of char-
acters belonging to any small town in the state.·sycamore Rid-
ge ·is a study of this sort. If is occupied by business ·and 
social affairs.characteristic of the_ prairie •. It has .its great 
men,.i ts financier ,its poet and· its relation to the neighbor-
ing towns,its church life and its ·curious interpretation of 
the law.Mr.Howe's characters are distinctly his own. He puts 
rough langt1a.ge in the ·mouths ~of rough men in each story, The 
type like Jane Benton is freque1i.tly found in his work. She 
is pedanti~,conceited,a reader and a writer of books. The 
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visit of ·che · c:razy woman in 'The I,T.ystery of the Loeks '· is 
mos·G wierd. In 'A Man Sto.ry'< the language of· Tom to ,his wife 
is peculiar and theatrical. Thi~ common,rather.out of the or-. 
dinary treatment is distinctly Howe's. Like. I\ir.Howe and ?.li.r. 
White, the other writ.ere have .a style,character,and plot treat-
ment of their ovm. To describe their various methods would . . 
take far greater study than the.writer of -Chis paper has been 




In every field the Kansas·writer has tried his .pen.He has 
told of the 'social conditions of his owll state and of the oth-
er states,·of the church and the government.He has. even offered 
explanation of the super11a:tu~al and· delved into pbli tics.How-
ever the historical romaii.oe seems to be hi a preference. 
The romantic history of the state is the never tiring theme 
of legend, s.ong,s .. nd story,As has been mentioned elsewhere the 
pi~neers not only met the ba·ttle with savage~. and with the 
enemies of the Civil War, but also i:Yere compelled· to fight 
against flood a.11cl fire and wind. s..nd cf!:routh. The novelist as ·well 
as the historian and ti~( :poet. loves to relate the brave and 
heroib deeds of the pioneers.By these writers,suoh names as 
John Brown, Jim !Jane and the ibnfamous Quan tr ell have been con-
served and their daring de.eds recoalded. The novelists have 
written of the state from the first· e:-r,Ploration by white men 
nearly foi:a.r hundred years ago un.t11 this day of hurry and· 
bustle of more than a .million and a half prosperous people. 
They· tell the story of ~re-terri torie .. l days and Kansas as a 
pathway to the west,of the coming of the se~!itlers a.nd the 
territorial struggles accompanied by political violence.They 
write of the Civil War· period· and the half century 's.ince its 
close.Some have chosen to write of historical periods connect-
ed with their Uirm state.' Octavius' is a r9mEtnce of JGhe first 
.,. 
centui·~r.'For the Vlhite Chrfst' is a story of.the days of 
Charlemagne.' A Bottle in the· Smoke' tells· of the good old 
times when John ruled EJ.?-gland. 
More than any other period of history the state writer.of 
romance·prefers the period of struggle in hif?· own state.'The 
Pilgrims tbf the:Plains' ~s the story of the Indian raids and 
an eventful trip on the Santa Fe Tre.i 1. 'A Wall 6f Hen' is pure~· 
ly a Civil War story,as is 'The Price of the Prairie'~ 'The 
Ja.yhawkers' gives the relation of the state ·in genera..l to the 
war.' The Boy Emigran:Us' ·tells the strange history of the early 
overland 'travelers to Oa.lif!Drnia. 'The Boy Settlers' is a story 
of the early times,ancl is dedicated to John Greenleaf Whittier 
// 
whose patriotic songs introduced the prototypes· of ~the boy. 
settlers. 'Over the Borde:c'tells of the Kansas y.:·ioneer,ancl in 
the author's ovm words, it was written to 'int·erest and make. 
people appxeciciJti ve of -'che splendi,d history of the state.M. 
H.Donoho in 'Circle Dot' gi~es us a picture of the cowboy 
days of· the state forty years ago. It .is the stqry of the wild 
and unsettled Kansas,and the author says that it was hie air.a 
to leave us a pen sketch of that past and forgotten industry. 
Mary Ellen Jackson in 'The Stiy of Osa.~Yatomi.e' interprets a dif-
ferent phase of the war period from that ordinaril~ pictured, 
namely; that of a ei:py arid her 'p'iots. 'The Delahoydes' tells a:-· 
gain o"f the ·boy life on the old traiL!.and 'The Squatter Sover-
eign' repeats. the life picture of the early set.tlement 06· the 
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debatable· grou.nd. 1 The Entering· Weq.ge' t<?lls of the heroic days 
while 'Sons of Strength'and 'In-Blue Uniform' are romances 
of the border warfe,,re.·'Princess Wino:1a 1 gives an Irishman's ad.:.. 
vei1ture. among the Indians in the days of. Lewis ancl Clark.' The 
Passin' On Party' is the story of a people, one time slaves. and 
. border ruffians ,now freet·ongu~d free holdf:'.rS in a western land. 
Eandall Parrish relates the same story in 'A Tale of the Old 
Frontier'. 
Next to the hfustorical theme the writers of the state seem 
to ~refer· to write of the soc1al problems both of thefr o'\vn 
·genera.ti on and of other .periods. The novelist shows greatly the 
influence of his· social surroundings,not social as·used in the 
narrow way but ·social m~ning the relation of man to man in the . 
widest sense. Many of the novelists were born in the east and 
some in the south. They delight in telling us of their saori-
fices to establish right and justice in this new state. But 
deeper than all this.,, fond memories of their old home an.d friends 
creep forful!J.. Some of the '.3tories are almost pathetic in their 
·extreme jlonging for friends and relatives now scattered,and 
often the writer utters a dream of those who are no more. 
'The Duke e..nd the Hum<_:\.ni tarian' is _a~ str.~ng plea for .the 
working poor whose wages often barely save them from starvatd>on. 
'Int:}) t~e Primitive' tells a ·daring tale of a ship'tireck and the 
overworked social probiem,'the survival of the fittest!. 
'Waverland'is an anti'-monopoly story of rare interest. The 
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theme of 1 Winnil:g Winds' seems to be, Do good unto other men 
by adding to their sum of human happint?SS. - 1 I.lari9-n Lee' tells 
of Et woman's trials and tribulations.' The Fatilil E.i.ng'· is a 
treatment of· .dancing e..nd drinking, rrhi.le (Lois Morton's Inyest- · 
ment' pictures a spelling_bee,an 61d fashioned Fourth of July. 
and ends in a sermon on dl'in.king. The author claims· -Ghat -'-Fran-
cis 1 is a atory _of men and wome~a for men and women.Harry Wagen-
seller Jones, the ai1th~:r of 1 A I'Ean ·tn the : .. ~aking' stated. in a 
let-'Ge1· to the author of this paper that his object in writing 
.the book was to help ~oys tiver a trying period of their lives, 
the sho~t period.wh~n their viewpoint shifts £ro~ that of a 
boy tfib ,that of a ·manpvhen they are mi sund.erstood, are. awkward 
in body ,and p'eeoccupieu<n imb.Jhd and accused pf intentions of 
r.rhich they are utterly. innocent. 'The Grafter' picture$ the 
criminal side of society. 'Bu.ell Hamptont; cites the Prohibition 
movement in the state.The general social conditions of the 
early d~ys is best told in 1Winnirig the Wilderness'.'! Col-
. orado Colonel' is a character sketch rivaling'David Harum' 
and'Ebe~.Hclde~'· 
The novels that d.eal with the church,politios,and educa-
f . . 
ti on occur. less frequently. Dr. Sheldo~ is t~e. religious writer 
of the state·and in fact is one of 'the foremost religious 
fiction writers of .America.He does not vary from this subject 
but has g1b.ven us twent:{-four o:o trrnnty-fi ve novels on this 
one theme.Harold. Bell Wright's 'That Printer of Udell's tells 
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the life ·story. of a conscientious minister of Pittsburg Kan-
sas. This stor~r was writte~ during Mr.W!-'ight's.rasidenc,e at 
Pittsburg .. and can rightly be classed as literature of this 
state. 'Polly .Button's New Year' _is as ful~ of practical 
Christianity as Sheldon's_ 'The Life that Now Is'.How~'s.'Co~-
fessions of John Whitlocl{'-Alf.tate Preacher of the Gospel', 
borders_ on the religious theme and can be better classed here 
than elsewhere!Herbert Brovm' is s&dito be a thrillirig relig~ 
ious and moral story.'As Queer ~s she could be' is probably 
a story of. morals rather _-Ghan religion. It shows the result of 
the slightest deed of kindness.' Esther. the Gentile' ancl 'The . 
. . 
- ' 
Third Wife' are ~icturea of the Mormon i§ligion!Mey Wing' 
__ / - . . 
gives the reader a slight_b:tt of information on the Buddhist 
religion as believed and practiced bjr the 6hinese. 
Mrs.Mccarter has given us the best educational.stories 
thus . far in both 'A l.:Iast er' s Degi .. ee' and t Cuddy' s Baby! Hrs. 
Jessie Wright Y!hitc_omb 11as added a college story to the lis·b 
under the title of (Freshmen and Senior'. 
Willie..m Allen Uhi te surpasses any other writer of the state 
i.n depicting· political ,.characte.rs. He seems to 1.ll1derstand the 
machinery of poli t'ics and has appropr.iate language to express 
these ideas ·so fe..,rn_iliar to one interested in and a part of 
t.he nolitical life of the ·state. ·'The Daed Line' is a series • 
of political speeches dealing with socialism. The-Peoples 
Party is recalled in this story and the last ends with a , 
speech .br the hero on Community Lj.fe. 'The Kansas Farmer in 
Poli tics' is apparently a story· of the .poli tica.l conditions 
in the rural districts. In the 'Prosey .Romance' £Er~. Sproul 
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has chosen to, censure the legislature and the governor og the 
state. He says of the Kansas Legislat6r~-
"If he wo.uld pay ·less attention to patellas and. parliamen-
tary flippancy ,and more attention to com~11on decency and com-
mob sense, there would be a better chance f6r him to earn his 
.beggarly three· dollars pex day. n 
He mentions .Arthur Capper with _an equally antagonistic spirit. 
In a few cases the authors have chosen imaginary subjects. ' 
Sometime$ they fit. the subj ec·t to an imaginary future date, 
/1 
as in 'A.D.2000'.'Looki~g Within' is also of this type. This 
story is supposed ~o tell of the conditions between the years 
1927 and 2000 A. D. Other authors choose an imaginary place set-· 
t.ing,which in the case of this group of writers is the di·s-
tant planets. The writers then imagj.ne the inhabitants of this 
chosen s'etting ancl. we have a puxely imaginary novel as 1 'Vlill- · 
moth the Wanderer.(~~ 'Lost Two Little Girls' belongs to ~his 
·birpe of imaginsry fiction.' The Rainbow Chasers' seek an imag-
inary pot of gold at the end of the r_ainbow. 'It Hight Be' gives 
us another picture of the fiture.Strange enough there seems 
to be no novel written ·in the state that deals ex6lusively 
with the supernatural.Thi~ imaginative type is the noaxest 
approach to that ·class of novel. 
.; ·s.6 
Although nature is not the leading'theme of any of the 
novels ·of. the sta;te, yet no one would be complete vri thout its 
. • v 
vivid description of the i)rf!-irie,fielc1:,or storm.· The solitude 
of the plains, the deva·station of fire and. flood and drouth, 
- -
and the' scourge Qf the locusts a.re typical' themes of various 
p~ragraphs. The 1~i vers, the breeze, the fish in the stream, the 
moon a~1d the stars, ·the swaying trees and animal life, the 
darkne~:: s on the plains, the seasons, nightaand day, all. the . 
c+1anges of natural phenomena attrac.t the e~ttention of the 
authors of this stateo 
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APPENDIX 
The writer of this paper has attempted to make the biblio-
graphy_include ev.ery known novel written by a Kansan as de-
fined in the Preface. The -novels marked tgus * .. have not been 
seen or examined.The titles have been found in book notices 
or ih th~ preface or introduction of another work by the .same 
J 
author. Those novels that are marked by the dashes---~------
are unpublished manuscripts.This knowledge comes directly 
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